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Abstract
We report on doping and undoping experiments of terahertz (THz) emitting intrinsic Josephson
junction stacks, where the change in charge carrier concentration is achieved by heavy current
injection. The experiments were performed on stand-alone structures fabricated from a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O d+8 single crystal near optimal doping. The stacks contained about 930 intrinsic
Josephson junctions. On purpose, the doping and undoping experiments were performed over
only a modest range of charge carrier concentrations, changing the critical temperature of the
stack by less than 1 K. We show that both undoping and doping is feasible also for the large
intrinsic Josephson junction stacks used for THz generation. Even moderate changes in doping
introduce large changes in the THz emission properties of the stacks. The highest emission
power was achieved after doping a pristine sample.

Keywords: charge carrier injection, superconductors, Josephson junctions, THz emission

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

In the high-temperature superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O d+8

(BSCCO) superconductivity is restricted to the 0.3 nm thick
CuO2 sheets which are separated by SrO and BiO barrier
layers to intrinsically form a 1.5 nm thick Josephson junction
[1]. Thus, a single crystal of 1 μm thickness forms a stack of
∼670 intrinsic Josephson junctions (IJJs). Suitably patterned
stacks emit coherent radiation at terahertz (THz) frequencies
[2–4]. The emitted frequency fe follows the Josephson rela-
tion = Ff Ve J 0, where F0 is the flux quantum and

F »- -483.6 GHz mV0
1 1. VJ is the voltage across a single

junction. THz radiation from IJJ stacks became a hot topic in
recent years both in terms of experiment [5–36] and theory
[37–61]; for recent reviews, see [3, 4]. IJJ stacks used for THz
emission are often rectangular in shape, with lateral dimen-
sions around 300×50 μm2, and contain typically 500–2000
junctions. The stacks have been patterned as mesas on top of
BSCCO base crystals and also as bare IJJ stacks contacted by
Au layers (GBG structures) [16, 17, 20, 22] and as all-
superconducting Z-shaped structures [11]. Emission fre-
quencies range from 0.4–2.4 THz [30]. For the best stacks, an
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emission power Pe in the range of tens of μW has been
achieved [17, 19, 20, 30], and arrays of mesas showed
emission with Pe up to 0.61 mW [19].

The IJJ stacks are affected by Joule heating [2, 5–
8, 13, 18, 21, 24, 28, 49, 52–54, 59]. For sufficiently low bias
currents, the temperature rises only slightly to values above
the bath temperature Tb and the voltage V across the stack
increases with increasing bias current I. With increasing I and
input power the current–voltage characteristics (IVCs) start to
back-bend and, at some bias current in the back-bending
region, a hot spot forms in the stack [5, 6, 8, 13, 18,
21, 23, 24, 32], creating a region which is heated to tem-
peratures above the critical temperature Tc. In the IJJ stacks
one can thus distinguish a low-bias regime where the temp-
erature in the stack varies only weakly and a high-bias regime
where the hot spot has formed. THz emission can be observed
in both regimes.

Almost all THz emitting IJJ stacks were based on slightly
underdoped BSCCO, with the exception of [33], where Bi
was partially substituted by Pb. Also here the crystal was in
the underdoped regime. To our knowledge, for samples in the
overdoped regime no THz emission has been observed so far.
One thus wonders whether or not there is an optimal charge
carrier concentration for THz emission, and how both the
electromagnetic and thermal properties of the IJJ stacks
change with doping. Unfortunately, even for a given charge
carrier concentration there is a large sample-to-sample var-
iation of the THz emission properties, making systematic
investigations difficult.

For small stacks, with lateral dimensions of a few μm
consisting of some 10 IJJs, it was shown that the charge carrier
concentration can be changed reversibly in situ by heavy cur-
rent injection [62–65]. The effect is different from electro-
migration and oxygen diffusion and presumably related to the
(un)filling of charge traps in the insulating layers [62, 63].
Using current injection both doping (increase of charge carrier
concentration) and undoping (decrease of charge carrier con-
centration) is possible. To change the doping state of a sample
the voltage V across the stack needs to exceed some threshold
value Vt, which—for small stacks—is of the order of 1.3 V for
doping and 1.7 V for undoping [62]. Vt is only weakly
dependent on the number of junctions in the stack. Above Vt,
for a fixed current the carrier concentration changes gradually,
which is reflected in a change in V as a function of time. The c-
axis resisitivity of BSCCO increases with decreasing charge
carrier concentration. Thus, doping is observed as a decrease in
V while undoping appears as an increase of V. The exact bias
conditions for doping/undoping can in fact be complicated
[63] and may depend on the stack type. For voltages below
threshold the change in carrier concentration is persistent at low
temperatures. Even at room temperature it changes only
slowly, on the time scale of days.

The motivation of the present work was to study if charge
carrier injection can also be employed for the large stacks used
for THz generation and to what extent THz emission properties
are affected by carrier injection. For these stacks currents of
order 100 mA or larger need to be applied to reach Vt, leading
to a Joule heat load of 150 mW or even more. This is two

orders of magnitude larger than the heat load produced for
‘small’ mesas. In [62] it was mentioned that for large mesas
containing 1000 IJJs undoping started at voltages of about
2.5 V but no details were given. As we will show both doping
and undoping is possible for the large stacks under study,
although the margins against destroying the sample are tight.
We will also see that even moderate (un)doping strongly
affects the THz emission properties. On purpose, the overall
change in carrier concentration has been kept low, in order to
systematically follow its impact on THz emission. Surpris-
ingly, the highest emission power was found after doping, i.e.
for the largest charge carrier concentration studied.

2. Samples and measurements

Doping and undoping experiments were performed on two
mesas (lateral size: 70×330 μm2, critical temperature

»T 87 Kc , junction number »N 700), and on two GBG
structures contacted in a three-terminal configuration (lateral
size: 50×300 μm2, »T 88 Kc , junction number »N 930).
Undoping worked for all stacks, while doping was achieved
for one mesa and one GBG structure. The overall (un)doping
induced changes in Tc were below 1 K. For the mesas the
overall THz emission power was very weak, although doping
dependent. The THz emission power of the GBG structures
was stronger. In the following we thus discuss data from these
GBG structures, denoted stack 1 and 2.

The GBG structures are patterned in one step from the
same single crystal which is near optimal doping. The stack
geometry is sketched in figure 1. The sample preparation is
similar to the one described in [26]. First, the crystal is glued
with epoxy onto a Si substrate. Using a mechanical exfolia-
tion method a fresh surface is created and a 120 nm Au layer
as electrode is evaporated on this surface immediately after
exfoliation. For each stack a 50×330 μm2 rectangular pat-
tern with two injecting ports is transfered to the photoresist on
the surface of the crystal by photolithography. After a mesa is
formed by ion milling, the Au layer is removed partially in the
middle of the rectangle with a KI solution to separate the two
injectors. Then an MgO substrate is glued to the top of the

Figure 1. Sketch of the three-terminal stand-alone intrinsic
Josephson junction stack used for the charge carrier injection
experiments.
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mesa with epoxy. The two substrates are separated, making
the stacks stand alone on the MgO substrate. After a second
exfoliation step another 30 nm thick Au layer is deposited on
this stack as a ground terminal. A second photolithography
and ion milling step is performed to remove the residual
BSCCO on the injectors. The gap on the bottom Au layer
between two injectors is about 75 μm wide. The thickness of
both stacks is 1.4 μm, corresponding to »N 930 IJJs.

For the transport and emission measurements the samples
were mounted inside an optical cryostat. The THz radiation
was collected by parabolic mirrors and detected by a Ge bol-
ometer. The c-axis resistance R was recorded as a function of
bath temperature Tb, followed by a simultaneous measurement
of the IVC and the emitted power at Tb=10 K. Subsequently
the current through the stack was strongly increased until either
doping or undoping set in. After some hold time the current
was reduced to zero. Measurements of R versus Tb and sub-
sequently IVC and THz emission measurements were per-
formed for the new doping level. This cycle was repeated
several times until finally the sample got destroyed. For
undoping a typical hold time was 0.5–1 h, precise numbers
depending on the bias current and voltage V. For doping an
initial decrease of V was seen at hold times of around 5 min,
with a subsequent saturation of V for larger hold times.

For the measurements on stack 1 the two electrodes
contacting the bottom of the stack were biased symmetrically;
for the measurements on stack 2 only one of the split elec-
trodes was used for current injection. The other was used as a
voltage contact.

3. Results

To explain the procedure of charge carrier injection,
figure 2(a) shows IVCs for stack 1. The stack was measured

in a symmetrically biased two-terminal configuration, thus the
contact resistances of the bottom and top electrodes to the
BSCCO stack appear in the IVCs. Different colors distinguish
IVCs for different doping states. The curve labeled D-1 is for
the pristine sample. When increasing the current from zero
one obtains near I=35 mA an (instantaneous) switch from
the zero voltage state of all IJJs to the fully resistive state,
where all IJJs are in their resistive state. From the value of the
switching current one infers a critical supercurrent density jc
of about 230 A cm−2, which is in fact a factor of 4–5 lower
than the critical supercurrent densities found for small-sized
stacks [65]. For the large stacks used for THz generation it is
likely that self-field effects limit jc. When sweeping the cur-
rent back and forth the fully resistive branch is reproducible,
as long as the current is kept well below 130 mA. Undoping
was performed at I≈ 135 mA, where V≈ 1.56 V. Here, V
slowly drifts to larger voltages. When I is decreased after
some hold time (45 min in this case) one obtains a new
resistive branch (denoted D-2) representing a new doping
state, with a decreased charge carrier density. In figure 2(a)
the undoping process is perfomed 5 times, yielding IVCs
labeled D-2 to D-6. Note that there are multiple switching
steps on IVCs D-2 to D-6, indicating that upon undoping the
stack becomes increasingly inhomogeneous.

Figure 2(b) shows IVCs for stack 2 for two charge carrier
injection runs. Only one of the split electrodes was used for
current bias, while the other was used for measuring V, i.e. a
three terminal configuration was employed eliminating the
contact resistance between the bottom current injection elec-
trode and the stack. Curve D-1 shows the IVC for the pristine
sample. The switch from the superconducting state to the
fully resistive state occurs at I=28 mA. Doping was
achieved at I≈ 59 mA and V≈ 0.77 V. The corresponding
IVC is labeled D-2. In fact, the change in V during the 30 min
hold time was very modest at this bias, probably preventing to
find the bias condition for doping for some of the other stacks.

Figure 2. IVCs of (a) stack 1 and (b) stack 2 demonstrating the procedure of charge carrier injection. Curves labeled D-1, D-2 etc correspond
to different doping states, starting with the pristine sample. Labels (p), (u) and (d) repectively indicate the pristine sample, undoping and
doping. Bias conditions where (un)doping occurs are indicated. Measurements were performed at Tb=10 K.
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Further, note that the switching current from the super-
conducting state to the resistive state is now at 38 mA, i.e. by
a factor of 1.4 higher than for IVC D-1. Like for the pristine
state only a single switching step was observed, indicating
that the doping procedure did not increase the sample inho-
mogeneity. Finally, at I=97 mA undoping started and dur-
ing undoping, with a hold time of 40 min, the voltage
increased from 0.77 V to 0.83 V. The IVC for this new doping
level is labeled D-3. On this curve, like for states D-2 to D-6
of stack 1, one observes multiple switching steps.

For bias currents below 40 mA the resistive branches of
the three IVCs do not differ strongly from each other, indi-
cating that the (low temperature) interlayer resistance has not
changed very much during doping and undoping. This is also
reflected in figure 3 showing R versus Tb curves for the three
doping levels of stack 2. Curves for doping states D-1 and
D-2 basically coincide, while for D-3 R is slightly higher, the
difference to the D-1 and D-2 curves growing with increasing
temperature. The critical temperatures for curves D-1 to D-3
differ by less than 0.5 K, which is within the error bars of the
thermometer and consistent with the fact that the pristine
sample was near optimal doping. Further, by comparing R
versus Tb with V/I taken from the IVCs during undoping, we
estimate that the stack temperature during undoping was
around 200–250 K. Also for stack 1 the change in Tc was
below 1 K. Thus, for both stacks and all (un)doping proce-
dures the hole concentration was in the range 0.16±0.01
holes per Cu atom.

Also note that in figure 2 the back-bending of the IVCs
starting near I=5 mA occurs at voltages Vmax which are
comparable (stack 1) or significantly larger (stack 2) than the
high-current threshold voltages Vt for doping and undoping.
We never found (un)doping effects in the low-bias region
near Vmax , where the hot spot has not yet formed and,
according to simulations [60, 61], the temperature in the stack
exceeds Tb by less than 40 K. Thus, either Vt strongly
decreases with increasing temperature or a large current is
needed in addition to start the (un)doping processes.

Let us now turn to the THz emission properties. For both
samples emission occurred at currents below 10 mA, and this
regime is shown in figure 4 for stack 1 and in figure 5 for
stack 2. Figure 4(a) displays IVCs for doping state D-1
(pristine sample) and undoped states D-2, D-3, D-5 and D-6.
In the back-bending region of the IVCs, i.e., for currents
between 6 and 10 mA, the emission power Pe is very low for
the pristine stack, rises for doping states D-2 and D-3 and is
again almost absent for doping states D-4 and D-5, see
figure 4(b). In this regime, there are peaks in Pe versus I which
occur at very different currents for the different doping states.
For currents between 4 and 6 mA, i.e. near Vmax , only the
pristine stack showed noticeable radiation, see figure 4(b). For
currents between 2 and 4 mA the highest emission power was
much stronger than for larger bias currents. In the low-bias
regime, the emission data for the different doping states are
best resolved in the Pe versus V plot, see figure 4(c). The
highest values of Pe are observed for voltages below V=1 V.
Here, jumps in the IVCs indicate that some of the junctions
have switched back to their superconducting state. Thus, the
number of junctions in the resistive state varies, making it
difficult to compare Pe for the different doping states. On the
other hand, for voltages above 1.1 V for doping states D-1 to
D-3, and above 0.98 V for doping states D-5 and D-6, no
switch-back was detectable and presumably all IJJs were in
their resistive state. For the pristine stack there is a peak in Pe

near V=1.19 V. For the marginally different doping states
D-2 and D-3 one observes an emission peak near 1.15 V. At
this voltage the IVC exhibits a bump indicating that an
electromagnetic cavity mode has been excited. Such bumps in
the IVCs of IJJ stacks have been observed before, see e.g. [2].
In figure 4 we have drawn a vertical line between graphs (a)
and (c) to show that the bumps on the IVCs and the emission
peaks for doping states D-2 and D-3 occur at the same volt-
age. A peak in Pe versus V and a corresponding bump in the
IVC is also observed for doping state D-6, see left vertical
line between figures 4(a) and (c). The emission peak in fact is
asymmetric and may consist of a double-peak structure with
peak voltages near 1.12 V and 1.06 V, respectively. For
doping state D-5 an emission peak and a corresponding bump
in the IVC occurs near V=1.02 V. A possible explanation
for the peaks and bumps and their variation for different
doping states is that in the series D-1 to D-6 two different
resonances have been excited. The voltage position of the
peak seems to shift to lower values for the series D-1 to D-5.
In a first approach one may associate the observed shift with a
change in contact resistance during the various undoping
steps. Indeed, as can be seen from figure 4(a) the contact
resistance increases during undoping, from about 4.6Ω for
the pristine stack to about 15Ω for doping state D-6. How-
ever, if one corrected the IVCs for the contact resistances the
voltage shift in the bumps and peaks would increase rather
than decrease. The shift thus needs further discussion.

For stacks 1 and 2 we do not have frequency resolved
emission spectra but for other samples we found that in the
fully resistive state and in particular also near bumps in the
IVC almost all IJJs participate in radiation. We have also seen
before that the bumps in the IVCs shift towards lower

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of c-axis resistance for stack 2 for
the pristine sample (D-1), after a doping step (D-2) and after
subsequent undoping (D-3).
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voltages when increasing the bath temperature. A similar
effect may work for stack 1. In the series D-1 to D-6 the hole
carrier concentration decreases and the c-axis resistivity at
given temperature increases. The c-axis resistivity at given
hole carrier concentration strongly increases with decreasing
temperature for underdoped samples and also near optimal
doping. For a given current I and bath temperature this
implies that the increase in resistance with decreasing charge
carrier concentration can be over-compensated by the
decrease of R due to the local temperature increase arising
from Joule heating. The (in-phase) cavity resonance fre-
quency is proportional to the mode velocity c1 which
decreases with increasing temperature, see e.g. [60]. We thus
expect a decrease in the cavity mode resonance frequencies
with increasing stack temperature. To explain the shift in the
bumps in the IVCs and of the peaks in Pe versus V one may
also consider a doping dependence of the dielectric constant ε
and consequently of the diffraction index. Such a dependence
was derived from measurements of the Josephson plasma
frequency [66]. Near optimal doping ε decreases weakly with
decreasing hole concentration. One would thus expect an
increase of the cavity resonance frequency for the series D-1
to D-6.

Apart from such details the basic message of the overall
figure 4 is that THz emission properties enormously depend
on the doping state of the sample even for the modest changes
we have introduced within our undoping sequence. This
conclusion can also be given for the case of stack 2, for which
THz emission data are shown in figure 5. For this stack THz
emission occurred for currents below 8.5 mA. The highest
emission power was detected for doping state D-2, which is
remarkable since, typically, IJJ stacks fabricated from slightly
underdoped crystals emit best. A possible reason could be an
improvement of the local sample homogeneity during doping.
As can be seen from a comparison of figures 5(a) and (c),
both for the pristine stack and for doping state D-2 the highest
emission occurred at voltages where some of the junctions
have returned to their superconducting state. For currents
between 5 and 8.5 mA, i.e. in the back-bending region of the
IVCs peaks exhibiting some fine structures can be observed in
Pe versus I. For all doping states there is a broad emission
peak between 5.3 and 7 mA which has about the same
amplitude for doping states D-1 and D-2 and a much smaller
one for doping state D-3. Another peak is visible for all three
doping states for currents in the low-bias regime near 3 mA
and voltages near 1.05 V, see figure 5(c). Like for stack 1

Figure 4. THz emission properties of stack 1, measured at Tb=10 K for the 5 doping states indicated: (a) IVCs, (b) emitted power Pe versus I
and (c) emitted power Pe versus V. Vertical lines between (a) and (c) are a guide to the eye indicating peaks in Pe versus V and corresponding
bumps in the IVCs. Labels (p) and (u) indicate the pristine sample (p) and different runs of undoping (u).
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there is also an associated bump in the IVC, as indicated by
the vertical line between figures 5(a) and (c). Both the peaks
and the bumps are located at sligthly different voltage posi-
tions for the three doping states, the shift explainable as an
effect of the change in local temperature. For doping state D-3
there are also emission peaks at 0.89 V and at 0.95 V. These
peaks, observed in the fully resistive state of the sample, are
absent for doping states D-1 and D-2.

4. Conclusions

In summary we have shown that doping by carrier injection is
feasible also for the large IJJ stacks used for THz generation.
Both doping and undoping has been demonstrated. Even
moderate changes in the charge carrier concentration intro-
duce large changes in the THz emission properties. This is our
main message, giving a proof-of-principle that doping by
carrier injection can be used to systematically modify and
study the THz emission properties of such stacks. For

example, we found the emission to be largest after doping the
pristine sample. This was unexpected since, typically, best
emission properties are found for slightly underdoped IJJ
stacks. The observed improvement in emission power may be
related to an improvement of sample inhomogeneities during
the doping step.

In the present work we have intentionally altered the
doping states of our samples only in a small range near
optimal doping. However, extending doping and undoping
studies of large THz emitting stacks over a wide range of
charge carrier concentrations is possible in principle and
may show the limits and optima of the THz emission
properties of IJJ stacks with respect to charge carrier
concentration.
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